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the protection of trading interests act of 1980: britian's ... - 5 german law explicitly recognizes that
national antitrust interests may extend beyond terri-torial boundaries. art. 98(2) of the german act states: "this
law applies to all restraints of ... in addition to the german, austrian, and community laws, the australian trade
practices. protection of trading interests act the contractual prohibition of assignment in austrian law austrian law as well as french law lacks such a rule. but the over-whelming majority of the decisions of the
austrian supreme court (ober-ster gerichtshof)i3 and many scholars14 borrow from their german neighbors in
assessing the legal effect of the contractual prohibition of assignment. austria: the 1999 parliament
elections and the european ... - of the german occupation, many austrians welcomed the union.15 on
november 1, 1943, the governments of the soviet union, the united states, and the united kingdom declared
that austria would be liber ated from german domination.16 in 1955, the occupying powers signed the austrian
state treaty, which gave austria full sovereignty federal banking act - european commission - the official
wording in german can be found in the austrian federal law gazette (bundesgesetzblatt – bgbl.). 1 federal
banking act (bankwesengesetz – bwg) ... 98/2003 13/2004 as amended by federal law gazette ii no. 94/2004
as amended by federal law gazette i no. working paper: curt valentin and otto kallir: the ... - the 1998
austrian restitution law), there is still much that we do not know. many ... 2 jonathan petropoulos, "exposing
deep files," in artnews 98/1 (january 1999), 143-44. ... leading purveyor of german modern art in the united
states. born in hamburg in 1902, a named entity recognition shootout for german - art model for german
ner on two contem-porary german corpora (conll 2003 and germeval 2014) and two historic corpora. ... (19th
century austrian german), and include a high rate of ocr errors ... rnn bilstm-euroemb 76.48 73.54 74.98 table
2: evaluation on the test set of germeval for immediate release picasso leads christie’s evening ... buyer activity in the auction of german & austrian art was 74% from the uk and europe (20% of which was
from germany), 21% from the americas, with 5% from other nationalities. the sale was 53% sold by lot and
55% sold by value. the austrian art of tunnelling - verbundzentrale des gbv - the austrian art of
tunnelling in construction, consulting and research issued by the austrian national committee of ita - ita-austria
. ita austria the future title - carolina digital repository - german and austrian art, which was largely
inspired by johann joachim winckelmann, found its way into music through poetry. franz peter schubert, the
preeminent austrian art song composer of the early nineteenth-century, composed several lieder that illustrate
the prominent place that greek classicism had in the arts during his lifetime. barbara mccloskey - haa.pitt german and austrian art, 1890-1940 (new york: neue galerie, 2001). 2001 with co-author paul jaskot,
“marxism and art/history today” in kunst und politik 3 (2001): ... 1992-98 assistant professor, department of
history of art and architecture, university of pittsburgh. austria - european commission - austrian-source
interest received by non-resident companies without a permanent establishment in austria is generally not
subject to corporate income tax nor to withholding tax (section 98 (5) estg). the foreign company receiving the
interest payment must prove that it brahms's pianos and the performance of his late works - brahms's
pianos and the performance of his late works camilla cai ... german and austrian pianos better than american,
french, or english ones. his frequent travelling in middle europe, especially as a younger ... brahms's pianos
and the performance of his late works ...
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